
ENERGY CONSUMPTION
QUESTIONS & ANSWERS

“What will it cost to operate my hot tub?”

Now, there is a loaded question, and if you are given a
figure by a competitor, beware and read the fine print.
Asking this question is similar to asking an auto salesperson,
“If I purchase this new car, how much will I spend on
gas?”. There are so many variables that play into an
honest answer, consider the following when reviewing
other’s claims:

•   Outside temperature. Depending on your location, it
    can range from sub-zero to triple digits. Normally, not
    an average 60° as is used in other’s claims.

•   Water temperature. Relaxing temperatures vary per
    customer, directly contributing to energy use.

•   Usage. Daily, weekly or monthly? This very important 
    variable is not considered in other brand calculations.

•   Thermal cover. Quality construction and fit is a very
    important factor for homeowner energy consumption.

•   Electric expense. Varying by location, kilowatt cost is
    a best guess when claiming energy cost.

Our best estimate based on 6 decades of industry manufacturing and thousands
of units in use, customers report about $1.00 per day, up to $50 per month.

“What makes a hot tub energy efficient
and economical to own?”

The construction and design of a hot tub lends to the
performance and efficiency for cost savings, performance
and years of dependable operation. Consider these
features when purchasing your hot tub:

• Insulation design. PDC Spas’ proven TemperLok™
   insulation of closed air cavity proves to be more
   efficient in trapping heat than full-foam, not to mention
   far easier to service and maintain.

• Energy efficient pumps. PDC Spas® hot tubs feature 
   quality made, low amperage pumps for economical 
   operation and filtration for energy and maintenance 
   savings.

• AccuLok cover. Exclusive to PDC Spas®, the AccuLok™
   cover has proven heat trapping qualities, 7 year
   warranty. Check the thermal images on our website
   www.pdcspas.com/acculok-thermal-cover and testing
   results of performance over traditional covers.

• CAC Energy Consumption testing resulted in up to a
   32% higher efficiency in comparison to the industry
   standard.
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